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pdf.Q: Linked Servers and
Stored Procedures Quick
question, does anybody
know if you can use a

linked server and stored
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procedures? I have
already created a linked
server and am able to

view information etc from
that server in a view, but I
am having trouble writing
a stored procedure that

accesses the same
database. I cannot use

sp_executesql because I
need to pass a username
and password. The query

works fine when run
separately, but when I
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pass it as a stored
procedure it throws a
dynamic query error.
Thanks! A: In a simple

situation, a stored
procedure can be used

just like a View. However,
there are a few things to
keep in mind with Stored

procedures: A Stored
Procedure must not query

or alter any data in the
database other than that

which is passed in
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through arguments. In
your case, the Stored
Procedure might only

need to perform simple
things, but in an actual

application it is a huge no-
no to have any alter or
query the database. Sql

server will throw an error
if this is the case. The
correct way to do a sp

with parameters is using
parameters, and the

parameters should be
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wrapped with
sp_executesql For

performance reasons,
Stored Procedures should

be written in the most
efficient manner, by some

people this means no
cursor loops, no user

variables etc. A: You can
reference linked servers
using a query: select *

from LinkedServer.DBNa
me.dbo.TableName as T
So, a stored procedure
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could use this like so:
declare @myUserName

nvarchar(32) declare
@myPassword

nvarchar(32) declare
@myCommand

nvarchar(512) set
@myUserName = set
@myPassword = set

@myCommand ='select *
from'+ QUOTENAME(@my

UserName) +
'.DBName.dbo.TableName

as T' sp_executesql
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@myCommand,
@myCommand,
@myUserName,

@myPassword It might be
worth looking
c6a93da74d
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